A dramatic increase in the use and dependence of prescription opioids has occurred within the last 10 years. The consequences of long-term prescription opioid use and dependence on the brain are largely unknown, and any speculation is inferred from heroin and methadone studies. Thus, no data have directly demonstrated the effects of prescription opioid use on brain structure and function in humans. To pursue this issue, we used structural magnetic resonance imaging, diffusion tensor imaging and resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging in a highly enriched group of prescription opioid-dependent patients [(n = 10); from a larger study on prescription opioid dependent patients (n = 133)] and matched healthy individuals (n = 10) to characterize possible brain alterations that may be caused by long-term prescription opioid use. Criteria for patient selection included: (i) no dependence on alcohol or other drugs; (ii) no comorbid psychiatric or neurological disease; and (iii) no medical conditions, including pain. In comparison to control subjects, individuals with opioid dependence displayed bilateral volumetric loss in the amygdala. Prescription opioid-dependent subjects had significantly decreased anisotropy in axonal pathways specific to the amygdala (i.e. stria terminalis, ventral amygdalofugal pathway and uncinate fasciculus) as well as the internal and external capsules. In the patient group, significant decreases in functional connectivity were observed for seed regions that included the anterior insula, nucleus accumbens and amygdala subdivisions. Correlation analyses revealed that longer duration of prescription opioid exposure was associated with greater changes in functional connectivity. Finally, changes in amygdala by guest on November 7, 2016 http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from functional connectivity were observed to have a significant dependence on amygdala volume and white matter anisotropy of efferent and afferent pathways of the amygdala. These findings suggest that prescription opioid dependence is associated with structural and functional changes in brain regions implicated in the regulation of affect and impulse control, as well as in reward and motivational functions. These results may have important clinical implications for uncovering the effects of long-term prescription opioid use on brain structure and function. Abbreviations: FA = fractional anisotropy; fMRI = functional magnetic resonance imaging; GLM = General Linear Model; MNI = Montré al Neurological Institute; TBSS = tract-based spatial statistics Brain and prescription opioids Brain 2010: 133; 2098-2114 | 2099 by guest on November 7, 2016 http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from OD = opioid-dependent subject; H = age/gender/handedness matched healthy control. 2100 | Brain 2010: 133; 2098-2114 J. Upadhyay et al. by guest on November 7, 2016 http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/ Downloaded from Oxycodone, hydrocodone, buprenorphine OD = Opioid-dependent subject.
Introduction
Opioid dependence is a resurgent public health care problem in the United States (March, 2004) . Use of short-and long-acting opioids alter physiological and behavioural functions (Stimmel and Kreek, 2000) . Most clinical research on neurobiological aspects of opioid dependence on brain systems thus far has been focused on illicit opioids (i.e. heroin) and the implicated cortical and subcortical limbic/paralimbic brain structures involved in emotion, reward, motivation and impulse control. In heroin addicts, there have been reports of alterations in grey and white matter morphometric (Ryan et al., 2005; Offiah and Hall, 2008) and functional (Ma et al., 2009) properties of the brain. These observations point to altered functional organization that may contribute to a better understanding of drug salience and weakened cognitive controls in the dependent state. Furthermore, preclinical studies of opioid-induced effects on neural systems support the hypothesis that clinical changes in brain function and structure (e.g. altered dendritic spine density and neuronal apoptosis) are a consequence of chronic drug exposure (Robinson and Kolb, 1999; Luo et al., 2004; Xi et al., 2004; Liao et al., 2005; Cunha-Oliveira et al., 2007; Shabat-Simon et al., 2008) .
One clinical characteristic that has not yet been accounted for is the impact of long-term use of prescription opioid analgesics (e.g. hydrocodone, codeine and oxycodone). In contrast to dependence on illicit opioids, the misuse of prescription opioids may cause a different illness course Pletcher et al., 2008) , which may occur more prevalently in certain sociodemographic backgrounds (Compton and Volkow, 2006) . Moreover, this class of drugs exhibits a well-defined purity and composition of the pharmacological agents (Klemenc, 2000; Risser et al., 2007) , which is not the case for illicit opioids. Publication of the pain experts' guidelines in the late 1990s (1997) (advocating more liberal and widespread use of prescription opioids) led to a shift in opioid dependency from illicit drugs to those requiring a prescription. Inquiry into the effects of long-term prescription opioid use is therefore highly relevant and timely due to the increased incidence of dependency on these drugs.
Our group participated in the multi-site Prescription Opioid Addiction Treatment Study, sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse Clinical Trials Network (NIDA-CTN). This project examined different combinations of pharmacological and behavioural treatment strategies for patients dependent on prescription opioids (NIDA U10DA015831). McLean Hospital led the study and served as one of the ten recruitment sites. From this population, we selected and characterized a homogeneous group of individuals with prescription opioid dependence that did not have a dependence on alcohol or other drugs, comorbid psychiatric or neurological disease or chronic pain. We used a combination of structural MRI, diffusion tensor imaging and resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to evaluate potential morphological and functional abnormalities in this cohort of prescription opioid-dependent subjects versus matched comparison subjects. By utilizing a combination of structural and functional brain imaging techniques, the correlation between morphological changes and functional connectivity could be determined for the prescription opioid-dependent group.
In the present work, the a priori emphasis was given to a few clearly identifiable key anatomical structures mediating reward, motivation and interoceptive processing, including cortical (insula) and subcortical (amygdala and nucleus accumbens) structures (Carlezon and Thomas, 2009 ). These regions may be targets for morphological and functional drug-induced plasticity (Langleben et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009 ) as a result of exogenous opioid exposure (Contet et al., 2004; Befort et al., 2008) . To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate potential morphology and functional connectivity changes in the brains of prescription opioid-dependent patients.
Materials and methods
Psychiatric evaluations including a psychiatric history conducted by a physician and the Composite International Diagnostic Interview for depression and post-traumatic stress disorder performed during patient recruitment suggested that these subjects did not have premorbid or active comorbid psychiatric conditions. However, other factors (e.g. genetic) may have predisposed these subjects to the effects of opioids on brain morphology and connectivity, a conundrum that is common in cross-sectional designs (see Supplementary material 'Caveats').
Subjects
Investigators at the McLean Hospital site (one facility of the multi-site Clinical Trials Network study on treatment of prescription opioid dependence) screened 133 candidates during a $36-month period preceding this report (Fig. 1 ). From these 133 patients, 48 candidates were disqualified due to the presence of other psychiatric or medical conditions, thus yielding 85 patients who were enrolled in the Prescription Opioid Addiction Treatment Study at McLean Hospital.
Ultimately, 10 [age: 29.4 AE 8.9 years (mean AE SD); gender: seven males, three females] non-smoking prescription opioid-dependent patients, meeting the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition, Text Revision criteria for dependence on opioids were enrolled into the imaging arm of the study (Fig. 1 ). These 10 patients were free from any other psychiatric disorders (determined by the Composite International Diagnostic Interview) or other medial conditions, including pain. It is noted that 2 of the 10 patients started using prescription opioids in order to treat pain and were prescribed opioids for approximately a 2-week period. However, the two patients continued to use prescription opioids despite no longer having pain. The 10 patients and 10 matched, mentally healthy individuals (age: 29.9 AE 7.9 years; gender: seven males, three females) recruited in the imaging study participated after giving written informed consent to the McLean Hospital Institutional Review Board-approved protocol. The matched healthy controls were chosen based on age (within the same 2-3 years span), gender and handedness. Participants' demographic characteristics are noted in Table 1 .
Individuals with dependence on prescription opioids and a concurrent chronic pain condition were excluded from participation in the study. While both opioid analgesics (Becerra et al., 2006; Leppa et al., 2006) and chronic pain Geha et al., 2008; Seifert et al., 2009 ) may produce partially overlapping brain changes, elucidation of those due to the former but not the latter was the purpose of the present study. Defining each type of change separately provides a solid foundation for future investigations that are aimed at understanding the potential interactions between prescription opioids and chronic pain, with regard to the brain structure and function.
The diagnosis of opioid dependence was performed using the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (Kessler, 1999) . Addiction Severity Index for each subject was also evaluated (McLellan et al., 1980) . Prescription opioid-dependent subjects with other comorbid Axis I psychiatric diagnoses or with a history of chronic pain in the past, 3 months as assessed with the Brief Pain Inventory (Cleeland and Ryan, 1994) , were excluded. We further excluded subjects who had used any potentially confounding medications or drugs within the previous 3 months. These confounding medications included psychostimulants, cannabinoids, dopaminergic or antidopaminergic agents including antipsychotics, mood stabilizers or antidepressants with prominent catecholaminergic effects (e.g. tricylclics, Figure 1 Recruitment process of prescription opioid-dependent patients. Patients were recruited from a larger study focusing on treatment strategy for prescription opioid dependence. Implementing strict exclusion criteria for the imaging arm of the study yielded 10 patients who only had a dependence on prescription opioids and who were without other co-morbidities (i.e. dependence on other drugs or chronic pain). R  15  H_01  M  28  White  R  12  OD_02  F  30  White  R  13  H_02  F  28  White  R  15  OD_03  M  20  White  L  14  H_03  M  21  Asian  L  14  OD_04  M  48  Hispanic R  9  H_04  M  47  White  R  18  OD_05  F  38  White  R  16  H_05  F  38  White  R  15  OD_06  M  33  White  L  12  H_06  M  35  Hispanic L  12  OD_07  F  22  White  R  15  H_07  F  23  White  R  13  OD_08  M  30  White  L  12  H_08  M  29  White  L  15  OD_09  M  26  White  R  15  H_09  M  23  White  R  12  OD_10  M  18  White  R  11  H_10  M  19  White  R  10  MeanAESD 29.4AE8.9 13.2AE2.2 29.9AE7.9 13.6AE2.23 bupropion, mirtazapine, venlafaxine and duloxetine), non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and methadone. Further details on the screening process and inclusion/exclusion criteria for prescription opioid-dependent subjects are available in the Supplementary material.
Preimaging assessment of opioid-dependent patients and healthy controls
All patients and healthy subjects included in the study were in good physical health and had no significant medical history, as determined by medical and neurological screening. The opioid-dependent subjects were active users of opioid analgesics. Subjects used prescription opioids for periods of 9 months to 8 years (3.5 AE 2.2 years, mean AE SD), and the average Addiction Severity Index drug composite score was 0.30 AE 0.05 (range 0-1), suggesting a mild to moderate severity of addiction. Prescription opioids that were commonly consumed by patients included oxycodone and hydrocodone ( Table 2) . The most commonly misused drug in the 30 days prior to imaging was oxycodone, with 9 of 10 patients consuming this drug alone or in combination with other prescription opioids (Table 2) .
To determine if any patient or healthy subject had an altered sensitivity to painful stimuli, all subjects enrolled into the study underwent Quantitative Sensory Testing to determine levels of pain sensitivity (Pud et al., 2006) and Brief Pain Inventory was obtained. Details of Quantitative Sensory Testing measures are noted in the Supplementary material.
Magnetic resonance imaging data acquisition and analysis

Data acquisition
All data were collected on a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio scanner with an eight-channel phased array head coil (Erlangen, Germany). Two high-resolution, T 1 -weighted structural MRI datasets were collected from each patient and control subject using a 3D magnetizationprepared rapid gradient echo pulse sequence. diffusion tensor imaging data were collected using a single-shot twice-refocused echo planar imaging pulse sequence, while the resting-state (fMRI) data were collected using a gradient echo-planar imaging pulse sequence. During the $7.5 min resting-state fMRI acquisition period, subjects were asked to remain awake with their eyes open.
MRI data analysis
Structural MRI: subcortical volume segmentation Volumetric segmentation was performed with FreeSurfer image analysis software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). For sub-cortical volumetric analysis, FreeSurfer enabled segmentation and labelling of subcortical tissue classes (Fischl et al., 2002 (Fischl et al., , 2004 . The initial processing steps included: (i) motion correction and averaging of the two volumetric T 1 -weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo images; (ii) removal of non-brain tissue ; (iii) automated Talairach transformation; (iv) segmentation of the subcortical white matter and deep grey matter volumetric structures (Fischl et al., 2002 (Fischl et al., , 2004 ; (v) intensity normalization (Sled et al., 1998) ; (vi) tessellation of the grey matter/white matter boundary; (vii) automated topology correction (Fischl et al., 2001; Segonne et al., 2007) ; (viii) surface deformation (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000) ; and (x) registration of the subjects' brains to a common spherical atlas. Once the volumes of the subcortical structures were calculated, statistically significant differences between the two groups were assessed using an unpaired t-test. High test-retest reliability of the implemented analysis method has been previously shown (Dickerson et al., 2008; Wonderlick et al., 2009) . To assess the effects of the duration of prescription opioid dependence on volumetric loss or gain, the duration of prescription opioid dependence and age of each patient were included as regressors for a separate opioid-dependent specific group analysis.
Diffusion tensor imaging: anisotropy in white matter
Single-subject and group-level diffusion tensor imaging analyses were performed using FMRIB Software Library (FSL) (www.fmrib.ax.ac. uk/fsl). For each individual subject, the diffusion tensor imaging dataset was initially corrected for eddy current distortion and head motion (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002) . For both eddy current distortion and head motion corrections, an automated affine registration algorithm was implemented in which the skull-stripped non-diffusion weighted volume was used as the reference volume (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002; Smith, 2002) . A diffusion tensor for each voxel was calculated using a least squares fit of the tensor model to the diffusion tensor imaging data. From the diffusion tensors, the eigenvalues of each tensor, which represent the magnitude of the three main diffusion directions, and fractional anisotropy (FA) values, were calculated for each voxel. FA maps were created for each patient and control subject. To determine group-level differences in FA between the opioid-dependent subjects and healthy controls, we performed tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS, corrected for multiple comparisons) (Smith et al., 2006) . A multiple comparison correction within TBSS analysis was performed by voxel-wise permutation (5000 permutations) testing, in which inference was performed using cluster-size thresholding. Significant voxels within the FA skeleton were those that survived an initial t-statistic threshold at t43. From the 5000 permutations, a null distribution of the cluster-size statistic was generated. Significant clusters were subsequently thresholded at P50.05. The TBSS method enabled a whole brain, voxel-wise comparison of FA values between the two subject cohorts. In a comparison of FA between the opioid-dependent and healthy control groups, subject-specific ages were used as a regressor in group analysis. For the prescription opioid-dependent group, the effects of the duration (years) of prescription opioid dependence on white matter integrity was assessed. A detailed description of the MRI pulse sequence parameters and implemented methods for subcortical volume and diffusion tensor imaging analyses can be found in the Supplementary material.
Functional MRI: resting state networks and functional connectivity
Preprocessing Initial preprocessing steps for single-subject resting-state fMRI data were performed using FMRIB Software Library (FSL) (http://www .fmrib.ax.ac.uk/fsl). For each subject's resting-state fMRI dataset, the following preprocessing steps were taken: (i) motion correction using FMRIB's Linear Motion Correction (MCFLIRT); (ii) skull-stripping using the Brain Extraction Tool; (iii) spatial smoothing with a 5 mm full-width at half maximum spatial filter; and (iv) co-registration and transformation of the resting-state fMRI dataset to the 2 Â 2 Â 2 mm 3 Montré al Neurological Institute (MNI)-152 template brain using FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool.
General Linear Model-based functional connectivity analysis
Each preprocessed resting state network dataset was bandpass filtered to retain signal between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz; thus removing linear drift artefacts and high frequency noise. Filtered datasets were within the MNI152 space, thus allowing timecourses from regions of interest to be extracted. Regions of interest were labelled using the Anatomical Automatic Labelling atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) . However, the three subdivisions of the amygdala, centromedial, laterobasal and superficial were based on the Juelich probabilistic brain atlas (Amunts et al., 2005) . A characterization of functional connectivity of these three amygdala subdivisions in healthy humans has previously been reported (Roy et al., 2009) . Timecourses from the structures consisting of segments within the left and right cerebral hemispheres were averaged. We sought to characterize and compare individually the functional connectivity of the insula, amygdala and nucleus accumbens with the rest of the brain in the opioid-dependent and healthy control groups. Furthermore, we sought to characterize individually functional connectivity involving the centromedial, laterobasal and superficial regions of the amygdala. The more specific functional connectivity analysis enabled a determination of whether (and if so, to what degree) there were specific amygdala-cortical or amygdala-subcortical connections that were compromised due to chronic opioid use. Furthermore, given the distinct functional roles of the anterior and posterior insula, timecourses were extracted from both insular subdivisions (Blomfield et al., 1976; Ackermann and Riecker, 2004; Craig, 2009) .
Six sets of General Linear Model (GLM) seed-region analyses were performed for each subject. The following six resting-state, subject-specific timecourses were individually used as explanatory variables in each GLM analysis: (i) anterior insula, (ii) posterior insula, (iii) nucleus accumbens, (iv) centromedial amygdala, (v) laterobasal amygdale and (vi) superficial amgydala. In each of the six GLM analyses, subject-specific timecourses from the white matter and cerebral spinal fluid were used as confound explanatory variables. It is noted that the averaged anterior or posterior insula timecourses were extracted from anatomically defined volumes that were larger in comparison to the amygdala and nucleus accumbens volumes. The larger insular volumes could have yielded less specific timecourses, and in turn affected the results of both functional connectivity analysis methods. Furthermore, a seed serving as a negative control was placed in the precentral gyrus (bilateral). The choice of precentral gyrus was due to the fact that, based on previous pharmacological MRI, direct opioid effects in healthy subjects do not have a particularly strong effect on this region (effects solely due to drug administration, no pain or sensory stimulation given). This is in contrast to regions such as the amygdala, putamen, hippocampus or anterior cingulate cortex. For example, Becerra et al. (2006) reported little or no functional effect within the precentral gyrus subsequent to morphine infusion. Furthermore, Leppa et al. (2006) showed little or no functional effect within the precentral gyrus subsequent to remifentanil infusion. Once individual GLM analyses were completed for each region of interest, an unpaired mixed-effects group analysis was performed. A Gaussian mixture modelling approach was used to threshold group comparison statistical maps (Opioid-dependent subjects4Control subjects; Control subjects4Opioid-dependent subjects) as well as within-group average maps defining the effects of the duration of prescription opioid dependence on functional connectivity (Pendse et al., 2009) . The Gaussian mixture modelling approach corrects for multiple comparisons and is similar to other dynamic statistical thresholding techniques such as false discovery rates. For functional connectivity analysis, subject-specific ages were used as regressors in group analysis. The dependence between functional connectivity and duration of prescription opioid dependence was also assessed in separate group-level analysis. In order to quantify functional connectivity changes, parameter estimates extracted from group-level results were examined. In GLM-seed region functional connectivity analysis the parameter estimates define the degree to which the features of a voxel-based timecourse are similar, in terms of shape and amplitude to the explanatory variable (i.e. average timecourse of the seed region, e.g. anterior insula). The lower the parameter estimates, the poorer the fit of the voxel timecourses by the seed region timecourse.
Results
Pre-imaging evaluation of opioid-dependent and healthy control subjects Pain measures
At the time of physical examination immediately prior to scanning, no significant hypo-or hyperalgesia was detected during examination for any of the opioid-dependent subjects or healthy controls. Pain intensity ratings (Visual Analogue Scale: 0 = no pain and 10 = maximum pain) based on the Brief Pain Inventory were 1.1 AE 2.3 and 1.0 AE 2.3 (mean AE SD) for the opioid-dependent subjects and healthy controls, respectively. These levels were consistent with pain ratings in the past 24 h. None of the opioiddependent subjects were receiving other clinically used pain medications (i.e. membrane stabilizers, antidepressants or anticonvulsants), nor were they being treated by a physician for pain.
Pain measures also included measures of suprathreshold hot and cold temperatures that corresponded to a pain level of 7/10 (Visual Analogue Scale: 0 = no pain, 10 = maximum pain) for both opioid-dependent subjects and healthy control subjects. Temperatures recorded were 48.5 AE 1.1 and 48.0 AE 1.1 C (mean AE SD) for heat and 3.9 AE 9.1 and 3.1 AE 9.1 C for cold, for the opioid-dependent subjects and healthy control subjects, respectively. These data are essentially identical for these measures and suggest that the opioid-dependent group was not hypersensitive to the thermal stimuli used.
Depression ratings
Beck Depression Index ratings for subjects were all 510, with an average of 0.6 AE 1.1 (mean AE SD) and 1.6 AE 3.6 for opioiddependent subjects and healthy controls, respectively. This difference between the two groups was not statistically significantly (unpaired t-test).
Toxicology screen
None of the patients or healthy control subjects tested positive for drugs of abuse (barbiturates, benzodiazepines, amphetamine, cocaine, tetrahydrocannabinol, phencyclidine or morphine) immediately before scanning (confirmed by a urine toxicology screen, using the 7 Drug InstaStrip Drug Screen Test, Cortez Diagnostics, Calabas, CA).
Imaging evaluation Morphometric analyses Structural MRI: subcortical volume analysis
There was a significant (P50.05) reduction of the volume in the amygdala in both hemispheres in the opioid-dependent subject group as compared to the healthy control group. For this comparison, the volume of the amygdala was normalized to the total intracranial volume. The results are presented in Fig. 2 . No significant difference was found between the opioid-dependent and healthy control groups when comparing the volume of the other subcortical structures. In addition, we found no significant correlation with amygdala volume and duration of prescription opioid dependence.
Diffusion tensor imaging: anisotropy in white matter
In Supplementary Fig. 1 , the mean (n = 20) FA skeleton as well as a comparison of single subject FA maps from both study cohorts are given. Comparison of single subject FA maps qualitatively depicts white matter regions with decreased FA in prescription opioid-dependent patients relative to the respective controls. From group-level TBSS analysis, a decrease in FA in white matter pathways was observed (Fig. 3) . In Fig. 3A , the statistical maps superimposed on the standard 1 Â 1 Â 1 mm 3 MNI152 space image indicate significantly decreased FA (P50.05, corrected) in the opioid-dependent subject group when compared to the matched healthy control group. As can be seen in the montage of slices, bilateral decreases in FA occurred throughout white matter, particularly in superior and anterior regions of the brain. In group-level TBSS results, decreased FA was found in the following tracts: (i) the three white matter pathways projecting to and/or from the amygdala (stria terminalis, ventral amygdalofugal pathway and uncinate fasciculus); (ii) the internal capsule (corticothalamic and corticospinal pathways) and external capsule (corticocortical and corticostriatal pathways); and (iii) the genu and mid-body of the corpus callosum. Atlas-based images and data were used to confirm the location of these white matter pathways. We did not observe any white matter regions where the FA was significantly greater (P50.05, corrected) in the prescription opioid-dependent cohort. No white matter tracts were observed to have a significant correlation between FA and duration of prescription opioid dependence. Furthermore, white matter atlases provided by FSL software (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/) and anatomical atlases were used to define and confirm the location of white matter tracts (Mori et al., 2005) . Details of tract definition are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 and are discussed in the Supplementary material. In Fig. 3 , a single-subject comparison of FA values between each opioid-dependent subject and the respective control subject is given for both the uncinate fasciculus ( Fig. 3C ) as well as for all white matter regions in the brain showing significantly decreased FA in the opioid dependent group (Fig.  3B ). Initially, a mask was created by setting the threshold level of the corrected TBSS statistical map shown in Fig. 3A at P50.01. This mask was used to extract FA values from each subject in all voxels within the FA skeleton surviving the P50.01 threshold. Furthermore, single-subject FA values specific to the uncinate fasciculus were extracted using an atlas-based (JHU-ICBM white Figure 2 Decreases in mean amygdala volume in opioid-dependent subjects. Note that volumes have been normalized to the total intracranial volume to scale for brain volume. White lines represent the mean value for each volumetric measurement, while the length of each box represents the variance. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval of the mean. *P50.05. matter atlas) mask for the uncinate fasciculus. Comparison of single-subject FA values for both whole brain white matter and the uncinate fasciculus consistently showed opioid-dependent subjects to have lower FA values than their healthy counterparts, with no detectable outliers. No significant correlation with FA values and duration of prescription opioid dependence was observed.
Functional MRI: functional connectivity during the resting state Functional connectivity in insula, amygdala and nucleus accumbens GLM-based functional connectivity analysis revealed decreased connectivity in the opioid-dependent subject group. Decreases in functional connectivity involved the insula (Fig. 4) , three amygdalar subdivisions (Fig. 5 ) and the nucleus accumbens (Fig. 6) . No widespread or significant increases in functional connectivity were observed in the opioid-dependent subject group. Moreover, functional connectivity of the anterior insula, laterobasal amygdala and nucleus accumbens were found to be significantly dependent (P50.05, corrected) on the duration of prescription opioid dependence. In Fig. 4A , the statistical maps represent regions showing significantly decreased functional connectivity (P50.05, corrected) with the anterior and posterior insula. Notably, anterior insula-anterior cingulate and anterior insula-putamen connections were decreased in the opioid-dependent subject group. In comparison to the changes in functional connectivity observed within the anterior insula, the observed decreases were less robust and widespread for the posterior insula.
The functional connectivity between the anterior insula and putamen was found to be significantly dependent (P50.01, corrected) on the duration (years) of prescription opioid dependence (Fig. 4B ). An anti-correlation (longer duration of prescription observed in the opioid-dependent group as compared to healthy controls. Specific white matter tracts are noted in the figure. Note that the changes were bilaterally present throughout the brain. Further details on white matter pathways showing decreased FA have been given in Supplementary Fig. 3. (B and C) Changes in FA (single subject data): to quantify the difference in FA between opioid-dependent subjects and healthy controls, FA values from each opioid dependent patient were compared with the respective healthy control. (B) To extract subject-specific FA values, a mask was created by thresholding the TBSS-based statistical map shown in (A) at a significance level of P50.01. This mask was used to extract FA values from the 4D-skeletonized FA dataset. In each comparison, opioid-dependent subjects consistently possessed lower FA values than healthy controls and no outliers were present. (C) Subject specific FA values are reported that are specific to the uncinate fasciculus. The FA values of the uncinate fasciculus were extracted using an atlas-based (JHU-ICBM white matter atlas) definition of this particular pathway. Changes in FA were not reliant on the duration of opioid dependence. opioid dependence correlated with lower functional connectivity) was observed between the anterior insula and putamen. A mask to extract subject-specific parameter estimates was created using the specific region or volume of the putamen shown in Fig. 4B . For comparison purposes, the mean control group parameter estimates (mean AE standard error) between the anterior insula and putamen is also given (green circle). The same mask was used to extract parameter estimates in the control group and the opioid-dependent group. Functional connectivity of the posterior insula was not significantly reliant on the duration of prescription opioid dependence.
The functional changes involving the three subdivisions of the amygdala (Fig. 5 ) and nucleus accumbens (Fig. 6 ) were found to be robust and widespread in the prescription opioiddependent cohort. The three subdivisions of the amygdala showed varying alterations in coherence patterns with subcortical and cortical structures (Fig. 5) . For example, the decreased connectivity between the amygdala and (i) periaqueductal grey matter; (ii) thalamus; and (iii) frontal cortex were most specific to the centromedial division of the amygdala, while the laterobasal division of the amygdala showed significant decreases in connectivity with the dorsal and ventral striatum (caudate, putamen and nucleus accumbens). Furthermore, GLM-based connectivity analyses showed a decrease in interactions amongst the superficial amygdala and cortical regions such as the frontal, temporal and parietal cortices. Regarding the nucleus accumbens, connectivity analysis revealed a decrease in functional connectivity with subcortical structures such as the hippocampus, parahippocampus and laterobasal amygdala as well as with frontal, cingulate and parietal cortical regions.
Figure 4
Resting-state functional connectivity changes in opioid-dependent subjects in insula. (A) Significant decreases in resting-state functional connectivity in insula: GLM-based seed region connectivity analysis revealed decreased functional connectivity in the opioid-dependent subject group as compared to the healthy control group between the insula and various cortical and subcortical structures. The two insular seed regions are depicted on the MNI standard brain in the top row of A. The functional connectivity difference maps showed significantly (P50.05, corrected) decreased connectivity between the anterior insula and both anterior and middle cingulate cortices, putamen and laterobasal (LB) amygdala. Moreover, functional connectivity differences were also observed between the posterior insula and very focused regions of the middle temporal, parietal and frontal cortices. Regions of increased functional connectivity with either insular region in the opioid-dependent group were not observed. (B) Effects of duration (years) of prescription opioid dependence on functional connectivity of the anterior insula: the statistical map in B depicts the specific region of the putamen in which functional connectivity with the anterior insula was significantly anti-correlated (P50.01, corrected) with the duration of prescription opioid dependence. Specifically, a longer duration of prescription opioid dependence yielded lower functional connectivity strength between the anterior insula and putamen. This region or volume of the putamen was used as a mask to extract subject-specific parameter estimates. The green circle denotes the control group parameter estimates (mean AE standard error) between the anterior insula and the specific region of the putamen identified in the opioid-dependent group. Significant and robust positive correlation between functional connectivity with the anterior insula and duration of dependence was not detected. Functional connectivity of the posterior insula was not significantly dependent on duration of prescription opioid dependence.
The functional connectivity between the laterobasal amygdala or nucleus accumbens with other subcortical and cortical structures was found to have a strong and significant (P50.05, corrected) reliance on the duration of prescription opioid dependence. This relationship was not observed between the centromedial and superficial subdivisions of the amygdala. As in Fig. 4B , for each of the regions or volumes whose functional connectivity with either the laterobasal amygdala or nucleus accumbens was significantly dependent on duration of opioid dependence, the parameter estimates (mean AE SE) of the specific functional interaction for the control group is also given (denoted by a green circle). The connectivity between the laterobasal amygdala and regions such as the anterior cingulate, superior frontal or periaqueductal grey matter, was anti-correlated (a longer duration of prescription . Functional connectivity was significantly decreased in the opioid-dependent subject group between the centromedial amygdala and superior frontal and cingulate cortices. The analysis also revealed a significant decrease in functional connectivity between the centromedial amygdala and subcortical structures such as the thalamus (pulvinar and lateral posterior nucleus), putamen and periaqueductal grey matter (PAG). The laterobasal amygdala showed a decrease in functional connectivity with the ventral striatum [putamen, caudate and nucleus accumbens (NAC)], and also with cortical regions such as the anterior insula, frontal, inferior parietal and anterior cingulate cortices. GLM-based seed region analysis results for the superficial amygdala showed similar results to results for the laterobasal amygdalasubdivision. Functional connectivity analysis did not show significant increases in functional connectivity in the opioid-dependent subject group. (B) Effects of duration (years) of prescription opioid dependence on functional connectivity of the laterobasal amygdala: the statistical map in B depicts the specific cortical and subcortical structures that were observed to have a significant anti-correlation (P50.05, corrected) between functional connectivity with the laterobasal amygdala and duration of prescription opioid dependence. A significant (P50.05, corrected) anti-correlation was detected between the functional connectivity of the (i) laterobasal amygdala-anterior cingulate, laterobasal amygdala-superior frontal; and (iii) laterobasal amygdala-periaqueductal grey functional interactions and the duration of prescription opioid dependence. The region of the anterior cingulate whose functional connectivity was significantly reliant on duration of opioid dependence was used as a mask to extract subject-specific parameter estimates. The green circle in the correlation plot denotes the control group (mean AE standard error) parameter estimate between the laterobasal amygdala and anterior cingulate. Significant and robust dependence between functional connectivity of the centromedial and superficial amygdala and duration of prescription opioid dependence was not observed. opioid dependence yielded lower functional connectivity) with the duration of opioid dependence (Fig. 5B) . As an example, single-subject parameter estimates depicting the decrease in functional connectivity with respect to the duration of prescription opioid dependence are given for the laterobasal amygdala and anterior cingulate interaction. The functional connectivity involving the nucleus accumbens was either strongly correlated (a longer duration of prescription opioid dependence yielded higher functional connectivity) with some structures [i.e. anterior cingulate and orbital (mid) frontal] or anti-correlated (i.e. anterior insula and inferior parietal) (Fig. 6B) . In functional connectivity group analysis specific to the nucleus accumbens, opioid-dependent subjects with the shortest duration of prescription opioid dependence had dissimilar connectivity strengths to the mean connectivity strength for controls. This is true for the following functional interactions: (i) nucleus accumbens-anterior cingulate, (ii) nucleus accumbens-orbital mid-frontal and (iii) nucleus accumbensanterior insula and nucleus accumbens-inferior parietal (Fig. 6B ). An overlap in mean parameter estimate values between the prescription opioid-dependent and healthy control cohorts would lead to an insignificant difference in a group-level comparison. Thus, significant increases or decreases in function connectivity in the prescription-opioid group (Fig. 6A) were not observed in the specific regions shown in Fig. 6B .
Negative control seed region (precentral gyrus)
Using the precentral gyrus as a negative control seed region, the resulting functional connectivity between the prescription opioid-dependent and healthy control groups was not significantly different ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). To show this lack of significant difference, within group-average statistical maps for the Figure 6 Resting-state functional connectivity in opioid-dependent subjects in nucleus accumbens. (A) Significant decreases in resting-state functional connectivity in nucleus accumbens (NAC): similar to the functional connectivity analysis results involving the amygdala, GLM-based seed region connectivity analysis demonstrated marked functional changes involving the nucleus accumbens (defined in the top row) and multiple cortical and subcortical structures in the opioid-dependent subject group. Of particular interest was the significant (P50.05, corrected) decrease amongst the nucleus accumbens and (i) laterobasal amygdale, (ii) hippocampus, (iii) parahippocampus, (iv) orbital (inferior) frontal and (v) mid-cingulate cortices. Functional connectivity analysis did not show significant increases in functional connectivity in the opioid-dependent subject group. (B) Effects of duration (years) of prescription opioid dependence on functional connectivity of the nucleus accumbens. The statistical maps in B depict the specific cortical and subcortical structures that were observed to have a significant correlation or anti-correlation (P50.05, corrected) between functional connectivity with the nucleus accumbens and duration of prescription opioid dependence. Each of the four regions or volumes whose functional connectivity was significantly reliant on duration of opioid dependence was used as a mask to extract subject-specific parameter estimates. The green circle in each correlation plot denotes the control group (mean AE standard error) parameter estimate. A significant (P50.05, corrected) correlation was detected between the functional connectivity of the nucleus accumbens-anterior cingulate and nucleus accumben-orbital (mid) frontal cortex connections and the duration of prescription opioid dependence. A significant (P50.05, corrected) anti-correlation was detected between the nucleus accumben-anterior insula and nucleus accumben-inferior parietal functional interactions and the duration of prescription opioid dependence. Opioid-dependent subjects with the lowest duration of prescription opioid dependence did not have connectivity strengths similar to the mean connectivity strength for controls. This is true, for example, in the nucleus accumbens-orbital (mid) frontal cortex connections. Brain 2010: 133; 2098 -2114 | 2107 by guest on November 7, 2016 http://brain.oxfordjournals.org/ prescription opioid dependent and healthy control groups are each given. It is noted, however, that the amygdala in the negative control functional connectivity analysis had less functional connectivity in the prescription opioid-dependent group than in healthy control group. This is further evidence that normal functional connectivity of the amygdala is compromised in the prescription opioid-dependent subjects. The functional connectivity results (group-average results) using the laterobasal amygdala as a seed region are given as a comparison for the precentral gyrus functional connectivity results. The difference in functional connectivity between the two groups is much greater in the case where the laterobasal amygdala was used as a seed region.
Brain and prescription opioids
Dependence between structural and functional connectivity changes in amygdala
The above results suggest that the structural (volume and white matter FA) and functional connectivity properties of the amygdala are compromised in as a result of prescription opioid dependence. Therefore, we aimed to integrate these findings to define whether or not there were dependencies between the observed structural and functional alterations.
It is noted that volumetric analysis was performed on the entire amygdala structure. Thus, additional functional connectivity analysis was performed such that the whole anatomically defined amygdala volume (defined by Anatomical Automatic Labelling atlas) was used as the seed region ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . A great deal of overlap was observed between results shown in Fig. 5A and Supplementary Fig. 4 . The resulting parameter estimates obtained from this latter analysis were correlated with subject-specific amygdala volumes from the opioid-dependent subject group. A significant (P50.05, corrected) dependence between amygdala volume and functional connectivity between the amygdala, and structures (i.e. inferior orbital frontal cortex and nucleus accumbens) that are connected to the amygdala, was detected ( Fig. 7A) . Specifically, the smaller the amygdala volume, the lower the functional connectivity between two structures (i.e. amygdala-inferior orbital frontal cortex and amygdalanucleus accumbens).
The relationship between functional connectivity of the amygdala subdivision and white matter integrity as defined by FA of efferent and afferent pathways of the amygdala was also sought (Fig. 7B) . As described in the Supplementary material, the stria terminalis connects the superficial amygdala and hypothalamus, while the unciuate fasciculus unites the amygdala (as well as hippocampus) and inferior orbital frontal cortex. The laterobasal amygdala is connected to the thalamus via the ventral amygdalofugal pathway. Also, we find that lower functional connectivity between the centromedial amygdala and inferior orbital frontal cortex indicates lower FA of the uncinuate fasciculus (P50.05, corrected). We also observed that the lower the functional connectivity between the superficial amygdala and hypothalamus the lower FA of the stria terminalis (P50.05, corrected). Lastly, we observed that the lower the functional connectivity between the laterobasal amygdala and thalamus the lower the FA of the ventral amygdalofugal pathway (P50.05, corrected). Other regions labelled also possessed functional interactions that were either dependent on amygdala volume (Fig. 7A ) or anisotropy of efferent and afferent pathways of the amygdala (Fig. 7B ).
Discussion
Summary of results
Ten highly screened prescription opioid-dependent patients (i.e. met strict inclusion criteria including no psychiatric or medical comorbiditiy and no pain; Fig. 1 ) and 10 matched control subjects were enrolled into the current study. The prescription opioid-dependent cohort demonstrated significant volumetric changes, white matter tract abnormalities and alterations in functional connectivity. Bilateral volumetric loss in the amygdala was observed in the prescription opioid-dependent subject group in comparison to the control subjects. Changes were also observed in white matter; opioid-dependent subjects showed significantly decreased anisotropy in axonal pathways such as the internal and external capsules as well as efferent and afferent pathways of the amygdala (Fig. 3) . In comparison to healthy controls, significant functional connectivity decreases in prescription opioid-dependent subjects were found in the brain networks involving the anterior insula, amygdala (three subdivisions) and nucleus accumbens (Figs 4-6A ). The functional connectivity was observed to be either significantly correlated or anti-correlated with the duration of prescription opioid dependence (Figs 4-6B) . Lastly, the decreases in amygdala volume and decreases in anisotropy of amygdala-specific white matter pathways were correlated with functional connectivity involving the three-amygdala subdivisions we evaluated (Fig. 7) .
The current cross-section study examined patients after they had become dependent on prescription opioids. However, it was not possible to determine the presence or absence of a pre-existing structural or functional condition in the brain that may have caused the dependence of the prescription opioiddependent subjects. Psychiatric evaluations including a psychiatric history conducted by a physician and the Composite International Diagnostic Interview performed during patient recruitment suggested that these subjects did not have pre-morbid or active co-morbid psychiatric conditions. However, other factors (e.g. genetic) may have predisposed these subjects to the effects of opioids on brain morphology and connectivity, a conundrum that is common in cross-sectional designs (Supplementary material 'Caveats'). Notwithstanding these concerns, the present work indicates that the brains of prescription opioid dependents are significantly different from matched healthy controls from both a functional and structural standpoint. In support of direct drug effects, functional changes observed were dependent on the duration of prescription opioid use. Moreover, there was a significant dependence between functional connectivity changes and structural changes.
An obvious limitation of the cross-sectional design employed on the present study is in its inability to resolve conclusively the pre-existing versus acquired nature of the observed alterations. Conclusive resolution of this issue may require prospective and/ or twin studies. Notwithstanding this limitation, the present work indicates that the brains of patients with prescription opioid dependence are significantly different from the matched healthy controls from both functional and structural standpoints. However, the observed functional connectivity changes were significantly correlated with the duration of prescription opioid dependence ( Figs 4B, 5B and 6B) , while there was a significant correlation between functional connectivity changes and structural changes. Although such correlation does not prove direct causality, it is compatible with a causal model in which the use of prescription opioids causes cumulative anatomical-functional changes.
Alterations in morphological properties in individuals with prescription opioid dependence
Results show significant and bilateral decreases in the amygdala volume in opioid-dependent individuals versus controls (Fig. 2) .
The significantly smaller amygdala volumes observed for prescription opioid dependence have also been reported for cocaine and alcohol dependence Wrase et al., 2008) . Furthermore, antipsychotic drugs have also been observed to alter brain volume (Moncrieff and Leo, 2010) . Opioids are specifically known to decrease dendritic spine density, and this decrease could explain the smaller amygdala volumes (Liao et al., 2005 (Liao et al., , 2007 . In the current study, the prescription opioids used composed of mu-and kappa-opioid receptor agonists, shown to produce cortical and sub-cortical dendritic atrophy in non-human primates (Heath et al., 1984) .
We are unaware of any prior reports of decreased amygdala volume within an opioid-dependent patient population. The amygdala has been considered as a key brain system involved in addiction (Koob, 2009) and is likely to be involved in drug-associated memory and drug seeking behaviours (Milton et al., 2008) . The amygdala is involved in encoding emotional (A) Dependence between amygdala volume and amygdala functional connectivity: significant (P50.05, corrected) dependence was detected between amygdala volume and functional connectivity between the amygdala and structures that are connected to the amygdala (i.e. inferior orbital frontal cortex and nucleus accumbens). These structures are part of the reward/addiction circuitry. The entire amygdala volume was used as the seed region in additional functional connectivity analysis. The mixed-effects paired comparison (corrected for multiple comparison) results are given in Supplementary Fig. 4 . The parameter estimates obtained from this latter analysis were correlated with subject specific amygdala volumes from the opioid-dependent subject group. (B) Dependence between white matter FA in amygdala pathways and amygdala functional connectivity: significant (P50.05, corrected) dependence between white matter integrity as defined by FA of efferent and afferent pathways of the amygdala and functional connectivity of the amygdala subdivisions was observed. Lower functional connectivity values between the amygdala subdivision (e.g. superficial amygdala) and structures that they have structural connectivity with (e.g. hypothalamus) were associated with lower FA of the axonal pathways that connect the two structures (e.g. stria terminalis). memories and becomes maladaptive following repeated stress that may include withdrawal states or anxiety related to drug seeking (Koob, 2009) . In parallel with these volumetric changes, we also observed changes in the efferent and afferent pathways of the amygdala as well as robust functional connectivity changes between the amygdala and other brain structures (see below). Taken together, these changes implicate altered afferent and efferent information processing of the amygdala.
Decreases in white matter FA were observed in a number of pathways, including neuronal circuits involving the amygdala, nucleus accumbens and the insula. Three major pathways (stria terminalis, ventral amygdalofugal and uncinuate fasciculus) that connect the amygdala with other subcortical and cortical structures, including the nucleus accumbens and insula (see details on pathways in the Supplementary material), were observed to have decreased FA. These amygdala-related alterations may, in part, facilitate vulnerability to risky behaviours (Love et al., 2009 ). In addition, other white matter tracts (external capsule, internal capsule, anterior thalamic radiation and genu and anterior mid-body regions of the corpus callosum) were also noted to have significant bilateral decreases in FA in the opioid-dependent group (see details on pathways in the Supplementary materials).
Previous studies have reported on changes in white matter anisotropy in patients with alcohol dependence (Yeh et al., 2009) , heroin dependence (Koussa et al., 2001) or chronic marijuana use (Arnone et al., 2008) . The white matter changes observed in the present study parallel these previous studies of drug dependence, implicating changes in common pathways. The effects of prescription opioid dependence on white matter tract integrity may be attributed to a direct deleterious effect of opioids on myelin or other axonal membrane properties (e.g. membrane thickness, axonal diameter) (Tscherne and Wippermann, 1989) . Given that cell types such as oligodendrocytes express opioid receptors and blocking opioid receptor activity alters myelin production, it is quite plausible that chronic opioid exposure would induce changes in white matter integrity (Foote, 1987; Persson et al., 2003) . Alternatively, long-term hypo-or hyperactivity and hypo-or hypertrophy within neuronal circuits (related to metabolic alterations in the neurons) involved in drug addiction may lead to grey matter changes, which in turn affect white matter tracts (Gilbertson et al., 2002; Roozendaal et al., 2009) .
Alterations in functional connectivity in subjects dependent upon prescription opioids
Significant decreases in functional connectivity in cortical (insula) and subcortical (amygdala and nucleus accumbens) structures in the opioid-dependent group were observed. We hypothesized that the insula would show functional differences between the two groups of subjects. We derived this hypothesis based on the recently uncovered key role played by the insula in maintaining smoking addiction-perhaps by mediating conscious urges and emotional decision making (Naqvi et al., 2007; Geha et al., 2008) . The structure has been implicated in craving for multiple drugs of abuse (Naqvi et al., 2007; Naqvi and Bechara, 2009 ). In addition, the insula is a region involved in sensory and emotional processing, including interoceptive processing (Block et al., 1992) . Significantly decreased functional connectivity was observed between the anterior insula and both the anterior and middle cingulate cortices as well as the putamen in the opioid-dependent cohort (Fig. 4A) . The two systems of insular-cingulate resting-state connectivity have previously been reported. It has been postulated that the two systems integrate interoceptive information with emotional salience as well as awareness (Taylor et al., 2008) . The disrupted connectivity observed in this study in the opioid-dependent subject group between the insula and frontal regions may also underlie factors in interoceptive and cognitive processing (Gray and Critchley, 2007; Goldstein et al., 2009) .
The functional connectivity analysis indicated a significant decrease in connectivity with the three amygdala subdivisionscentromedial, laterobasal and superficial-to cortical (superior frontal and orbital frontal cortices), subcortical (striatum and thalamus) and brainstem (reticular formation and periaqueductal grey matter) ( Fig. 5) structures. The amygdala is considered to play a vital role in addiction, including motivational withdrawal and emotional memories (Koob, 2009) . As such, the data may reflect diminished function, which is related to the failure of counter-adaptive processes that are part of an anti-reward system (Koob and Le Moal, 2008) . Decreased connectivity to the striatum, including the nucleus accumbens, orbital frontal regions and the periaqueductal grey matter (all part of the classic reward system), were observed. Additionally, the laterobasal amygdala is known to have connections with the nucleus accumbens and is considered to be involved in emotional responses including stress (e.g. withdrawal) and memories relating to these emotions (McGaugh, 2004) .
The nucleus accumbens is part of the classic reward circuitry and is involved in reward-seeking behaviour (Carlezon and Thomas, 2009) . It is involved in discrimination of the motivational value of conditioned stimuli and in predetermining behaviour for unconditioned stimuli, including repeated use of addictive drugs (Meredith et al., 2008) . In functional connectivity analysis (Fig. 6) , we observed a decrease in connectivity in patients compared with controls in a number of regions known to have connections with the nucleus accumbens (Zahm, 1999) . Functional connectivity with regions involved in cognitive and decision-making processes (superior and orbital frontal cortices), emotion (amygdala, hippocampus), affective processing (mid-cingulate) and brainstem (periaqueductal grey matter) were altered in opioid-dependent patients. Thus, modification in functional connectivity with specific regions may have significant consequences; for example, altered expected outcomes or inappropriate decision making as a result of addictive drug use (Schoenbaum et al., 2006) . Further included in the discussion on nucleus accumbens connectivity within the prescription opioid cohort can be found within the Supplementary material.
The anterior insula (Fig. 4B ), laterobasal amygdala ( Fig. 5B ) and nucleus accumbens (Fig. 6B ) each displayed changes in functional connectivity with specific structures that were correlated or anti-correlated with the duration of prescription opioid dependence. Some functional interactions, such as the anterior insulaputamen (Fig. 4B) or laterobasal amygdala-anterior cingulate ( Fig. 5B) interaction showed that longer prescription opioid consumption lead to a decrease in functional connectivity. Furthermore, the prescription opioid-dependent subjects who consumed opioids for a short period of time ($1 year) showed connectivity strengths in the same range as control subjects. However, for functional interactions pertaining to the nucleus accumbensanterior cingulate or nucleus accumbens-orbital (mid) frontal connection (Fig. 6B) , functional connectivity of subjects who consumed opioids for $1 year were distinct from healthy control subjects. The difference between parameter estimates of short-term ($1 year) prescription opioid-dependent patients and healthy controls may be due to initial effects of prescription opioid exposure on specific functional circuits or connection (i.e. nucleus accumbens-anterior cingulate or nucleus accumbens-orbital mid-frontal). Upon more persistent consumption of prescription opioids over a longer period of time, the functional connectivity within specific functional circuits may increase or decrease. This phenomenon of adaptive or maladaptive functional properties of specific structures or circuitry is not unique to the present study. Similar alterations in other diseased states have been observed in disorders such as complex regional pain syndrome (Fukumoto et al., 1999) .
Drug dependence is not an instantaneous event; instead, it involves changes in drug-associated behaviours over a period of time (i.e. drug seeking behaviour, risk taking behaviour and compulsive craving). Moreover, the motivation for using addictive drugs (prescription opioids, cocaine, heroin, etc) may change between the initial stages of drug dependence (strong desire to feel euphoria) to later stages of dependence (inability to perform normal day to day functions without the drug). Adaptation and sensitization can also occur over an extended period of time with respect to the neurobiology of drug dependence in structures that are part of the reward circuitry or mesolimbic pathway (Jones and Bonci, 2005; Kauer and Malenka, 2007) . Thus, the functional connectivity properties can also change substantially as a function of duration of drug use can also change. Factors such as loss of normal inhibitory or excitatory input to a structure such as the amygdala or nucleus accumbens could determine how the connectivity changes upon continued prescription opioid consumption.
Overall, a decrease in functional connectivity was observed within the prescription opioid dependent cohort. Prescription opioids are known to disrupt normal cellular mechanisms such as inhibition of GABA mediated synaptic transmission (Vaughan et al., 1997) and are known to be CNS depressants (Becerra et al., 2006) . Our data suggest that such effects of opioids over a long-term period are likely to underlie the decreased functional connectivity observed in the prescription opioid-dependent cohort. The structures implicated in our study are highly interconnected. Thus, it is not surprising to observe global decreases in functional connectivity amongst them as a result of a likely disruption of their normal functioning due to opioid abuse. More specifically, the functional alterations involving the amygdala and nucleus accumbens were also associated with alterations at the level of other structures, often thought as playing important executive functions (e.g. anterior cingulate), and which entertain mutual relationships of either up or down-regulation with the amygdala and nucleus accumbens. Our results suggest a global effect of network disconnection among most structures that have been implicated in addiction at various levels. They suggest, in line with clinical data and neuropsychology of opiate abuse (Davis et al., 2002; Mintzer et al., 2005) , that, through their putative widespread structural and functional effects, prescription opioids are likely to interfere causally, not only with normal reward and interoception, but also with normal decision-making processes and executive control of ones' ability to resist consuming prescription opioids despite their known harmful potential. A more specific determination of which functional alterations ultimately may have caused changes in processes such as decision-making was beyond the scope of the present study. Future functional imaging studies that include risk behaviour or decision-making tasks will yield a better characterization of which cognitive processes(s) are modified in prescription opioid-dependent patients. Clearly, future research is needed before drawing further conclusions.
Structural and functional connectivity changes in amygdala
A key observation in the current investigation was the significant correlation between functional connectivity and morphological changes. Specifically, in prescription opioid-dependent patients, functional connectivity between the amygdala and the inferior orbital frontal cortex and the nucleus accumbens was significantly correlated with the amygdala volume (Fig. 7A) . These two functional links may be clinically meaningful as they play a crucial role in mediating reward, motivation and addictive behaviours.
The functional connectivity of the amygdala was also significantly correlated with the FA of the three axonal pathways that project to and from the amygdala (Fig. 7B) . The amygdala has specific subdivisions that are known to possess distinct functional roles (Aggleton, 1993) . Moreover, each amygdala subdivision is connected to distinct subcortical and cortical structures via three efferent and afferent axonal pathways (see Supplementary material). In our study, we observed that the FA of the efferent and afferent pathways of the amygdala (i.e. uncinate fasciculus) was significantly correlated with the functional connectivity between the amygdala subdivision (i.e. centromedial amygdala) and a neuronal structure that the amygdala subdivision is structurally connected to (i.e. inferior orbital frontal cortex). The integrative aspect of the dependence between functional connectivity and morphological changes supports the idea that prescription opioids not only affect specific structures, but rather affect entire systems that mediate addiction, reward, motivation, awareness or interoception.
Conclusions
Significant morphological and functional changes were observed in the brains of those dependent upon prescription opioids. Given the high frequency of clinical prescription opioid use for chronic pain and high levels of abuse of these same drugs, there are potentially important implications of this study for understanding what effects prescription opioids may have on the human brain. Further segregation of opioid effects from the addiction effects per se may require study of non-dependent healthy subjects chronically exposed to prescription opioids as well as similar experiments in a preclinical setting using non-human primates. Provided the important public health policy implications of prescription opioid consumption, health policy makers and clinicians alike may adopt the use of structural and functional brain imaging indices as a meaningful marker guiding their therapeutic decisions and assigning their patients the proper level of care.
